Do you want to join a team of faculty who cares about both education and research? Would you like to
be a member of a university with a ranking which has sky rocketed in just 3 years?
Abdullah Gul University (AGU) invites applications from qualified academics for 4 tenure-track fulltime Assistant Professor faculty positions in the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
The candidate is expected to have a PhD in mechanical engineering or in a closely related field with an
expertise in one or more of the following areas: Robotics, design, fluid dynamics, manufacturing and
thermal sciences; however, other research areas will also be considered for exceptional candidates.
Successful candidates will be expected to initiate and maintain externally funded research programs, be
committed to teaching excellence and student mentorship at both undergraduate and graduate levels,
and be involved in service to the university and the profession.
About AGU:
AGU is a recently established state university in Kayseri, Turkey with a strong foundation support that
significantly supplements the state-provided resources. The university aspires to stimulate innovation
and creativity in addressing global problems and to provide added value to society through focused
cooperation projects that involve students, faculty, and for- and non-profit organizations. To this end,
the university places great emphasis on interdisciplinary research, university-industry collaboration,
and innovative teaching. Having a strong community of international faculty and students with a rich
multicultural atmosphere is an integral part of the University's vision. AGU, with an English medium of
instruction, admitted its first students in the Fall semester of the 2013- 2014 academic year.
The benefits of working at AGU also include eligibility for state pension and other advantages that
accrue from being an employee of the state. The university offers internationally competitive salaries
and benefit packages, thanks to the support of the AGU Foundation.
Applicants should submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae, statements of research and teaching (only 1
page each), contact information of three professional references to mefacultysearch@agu.edu.tr as one
pdf file and indicate the field of expertise in the subject line of the email. All applications received
before October 14th, 2016 will get full consideration and the positions are open until filled.
Detailed information about the university can be found at www.agu.edu.tr
For further questions:
Dr. Kececi
Head of Mechanical Engineering Department
Abdullah Gul University
mefacultysearch@agu.edu.tr

